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varied, " to fill up the void of a listless and languid
life;" and by the judicious use of these different
resources, there is often a kind of sober settled
plan of domestic dissipation, in which with all ima-
ginable decency year after year wears away in un-
profitable vacancy. Even old age often finds us
pacing in the same round of amusements, which our
early youth had tracked out. Meanwhile, being
conscious that we are not giving into any flagrant
vice, perhaps that we are guilty of no irregularity,
and, it may be, that we are not neglecting the offices
of religion, we persuade ourselves that we need not
be uneasy. In the main we do not fall below the
general standard of morals, of the class and station
to which we belong; we may therefore allow our-
selves to glide down the stream without apprehension
of the consequences.
Some, of a character often hardly to be distin-
guished from the class we have been just describing,
take up with sensual pleasures.   The chief In tjie w_
happiness of their lives consists in  one tarlesof
species or another of animal gratification ; se^ual
and these persons perhaps will be found p easureSt
to compose a pretty large description.    It will be
remembered that it belongs not to our purpose to
speak of the grossly and scandalously profligate, who
renounce all pretensions to the name of Christians;
but of those who, maintaining a certain decency of
character, and perhaps being tolerably observant of
the forms of religion, may yet be not improperly
termed sober sensualists.    These, though less im-
petuous and more measured, are not less staunch and
steady than the professed votaries of licentious plea-
sure, in the pursuit of their favourite objects.  " Mor-
tify the flesh, with its affections and lusta," is the

